ASSIGNMENT OF COPYRIGHT
The “Artist”, ______________________________________, having the address of ______________________
_____________________________________________________the author and owner of the design and
sketches (hereafter referred to as “Design”) submits and assigns Design on this day, _________________, to
The 3 ARS Institute (hereafter referred to as “Company”), having the address of P.O. Box 471813, Tulsa
Oklahoma 74147-1813.
Artists represents to the Company that he/she/they are the sole author of the Design and that all of the Design is
original work of their authorship and does not infringe upon the copyrights or intellectual property rights of
others. Furthermore, the Artist affirms that he/she/they have the unencumbered right to make this assignment of
copyright.
Artist understands, acknowledges, agrees and transfers right of ownership to the Company for use of the Design
in the GUSTY GOALS™ fundraising project and any derivative works. The Company shall continue to be the
sole and exclusive owner all of the rights, title, and interest in the Design, including but not limited to all
derivative works based on the Design and completed GUSTY® figure.
Artist agrees and affirms that if the Design is approved and chosen by a sponsor, he/she/they will apply that
design to GUSTY® figure. The Artist will complete the design in the specified time of no longer than 30 days,
thereby creating a finished product as outlined in the GUSTY GOALS™ Artist Procedure Package.
Artist will receive their choice of a fair market value tax credit or an honorarium in the amount of $1000 within
30 days of installation of properly completed GUSTY® figure. Receipt of honorarium, for good and valuable
consideration, is hereby acknowledged and intending to be legally binding between Artist and the Company.
Due to the nature of the GUSTY GOALS™ fundraising project, public display of the completed GUSTY®
figure, the Company will not be liable for distortion, mutilation, modification, or destruction of the completed
GUSTY® figure due to accident, acts of nature, or person. Artist hereby waives his/her/their rights under the
Visual Artists Rights Act (VARA), 17 U.S.C. 106A, against the Company in the event of any such distortion,
mutilation, modification, or destruction.
Artist further agrees that if the completed GUSTY® figure is damaged, vandalized, or otherwise modified and
the Artist is unable or unwilling to promptly repair such modifications or damages, the Company shall have the
right to make or have made such repairs, even if the repairs would constitute a distortion, mutilation or
modification under VARA. Artist hereby waives his/her/their rights under VARA in the event and to the degree
or extent the Company deems such repairs necessary.
In the event that the Design is not approved or selected by a sponsor for development, the Company will assign
back to the Artist all of its rights, titles, interests, and assignments in and concerning the Design. Artist
recognizes that the GUSTY® figure is registered property and use of GUSTY® is prohibited outside the GUSTY
GOALS™ street art parade.
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